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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero Directions (1-5) Each of these questions are based on the information given below: 1. A ,B, C, D and E are five men sitting in a line facing to south - while M, N, O, P and Q are five ladies sitting in a second line parallel to the first line and are facing to North. 2. B who is just next to the left of D, is opposite to Q. 3. C and N are diagonally opposite to each other. 4. E is opposite to O, who is just next right of M. 5. P who is just to the left of Q, is opposite to D. 6. M is at one end of the line. 1. Who is sitting third to the right of O? A. Q B. N C. M D. Data inadequate E. None of these 2. If B shifts to the place of E, E shifts to the place of Q, and Q shifts to the place of B, then who will be the second to the left of the person opposite to O ? A. Q B. P C. E D. D E. None of these 3. Which of the following pair is diagonally opposite to each other? A. EQ B. BO C. AN D. AM E. None of these 4. If O and P, A and E and B and Q interchange their positions, then who will be the second person to the right of the person who is opposite to the person second of the right of P ? A. D B. A C. E D. O E. None of these 5. In the original arrangement who is sitting just opposite to N ? A. B B. A C. C D. D E. None of these Directions (Qs. 6 to 15): Choose the best alternative. 6- Statement- Should non-vegetarian food be totally banned in our country? Arguments: I. Yes. It is expensive and therefore it is beyond the means of most people in our country. For your mock taking strategies call us and join cetking workshops for shortcuts CETking Workshops • CETking Mocks • GDPI Clinic For details log on to www.cetking.com or Call 9820500380
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero II.



No. Nothing should be banned in a democratic country like ours.



A B C D E



Only argument I is strong Only argument II is strong Either I or II is strong Neither I nor II is strong Both I and II are strong



7- Statement: Should Government close down loss-making public sector enterprises? Arguments: I. No. All employees will lose their jobs, security and earning, what would they do? II. Yes. In a competitive world the rule is 'survival of the fittest'. A. B. C. D. E.



Only argument I is strong Only argument II is strong Either I or II is strong Neither I nor II is strong Both I and II are strong



8- Statement: Should government jobs in rural areas have more incentives? Arguments: I. Yes. Incentives are essential for attracting government servants there. II. No. Rural areas are already cheaper, healthier and less complex than big cities. So Why offer extra incentives! A. B. C. D. E.



Only argument I is strong Only argument II is strong Either I or II is strong Neither I nor II is strong Both I and II are strong



9-Statement: Should all the unauthorized structures in the city be demolished? Arguments: I. No. Where will the people residing in such houses live? II. Yes. This will give a clear message to general public and they will refrain from constructing unauthorized buildings. A B C D E



Only argument I is strong Only argument II is strong Either I or II is strong Neither I nor II is strong Both I and II are strong



10- The writer can only be fertile if he renews himself and he can only renew himself if his soul is constantly enriched by fresh experience. Which of the following is most likely to support the above thought? ABCDE-



Only out of fresh experience can the writer get gems for new writing The writer can meet new people The writer must see new places None of these Animals also like human beings can have fresh experience by renewing themselves For your mock taking strategies call us and join cetking workshops for shortcuts CETking Workshops • CETking Mocks • GDPI Clinic For details log on to www.cetking.com or Call 9820500380
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero 11- The dominant modern belief is that soundest foundation of peace would be universal prosperity. One may look in vain for historical evidence that rich have regularly been more peaceful than poor, but then it can be argued that they have never felt secured against the poor; that their aggressiveness stemmed from fear; and that the situation would be quite different if everybody were rich. It can be inferred from the passage that ABCD-



Most aggression in the world stems from the desire of the haves to defend themselves from the have nots. Prosperity as a foolproof measure of peace can no longer be accepted. Both a and b Neither a nor b



12- Where the film Bombay loses out is where every commercial film congenitally goes awry- becoming too simplistic to address serious issues and failing to translate real life into real. It can be inferred from the passage thatABCDE-



The film’s director aimed at recreating real life on screen The film was too simplistic for audience’s taste The film was successful in spite of its short comings None of these The film will win all major awards this season



13- The attainment of individual and organisational goals is mutually interdependent and linked by a common denominator - employee work motivation. Organisational members are motivated to satisfy their personal goals, and they contribute their efforts to the attainment of organisational objectives as means of achieving these personal goals. The passage best supports the statement that motivation A. B. C. D. E.



encourages an individual to give priority to personal goals over organisational goals. is crucial for the survival of an individual and organisation. is the product of an individual's physical and mental energy. is the external force which induces an individual to contribute his efforts. makes organisation and society inseparable.



14- Though the waste of time or the expenditure on fashions is very large, yet fashions have come to stay. They will not go, come what may. However, what is now required is that strong efforts should be made to displace the excessive craze for fashion from the minds of these youngsters. The passage best supports the statement that: A. fashion is the need of the day. B. the excessive craze for fashion is detrimental to one's personality. C. the hoard for fashion should be done away with so as not to let down the constructive development. D. work and other activities should be valued more than the outward appearance. E. None of these 15- Emerson said that the poet was landlord, Sealord, airlord. The flight of imagination made the poet master of land, sea and air. But a poet's dream of yesterday becomes today an actual achievement and a reality for all men. Even those who invented, improved and perfected the aeroplane could hardly have dreamt of the possibility of flight into outer space. The passage best supports the statement that: A. seemingly impossible imaginations make one a good poet, B. all imaginations become a reality some day. C. what man imagined has never been impossible; he has always turned it a reality through his conception of ideas and sheer hard labour. For your mock taking strategies call us and join cetking workshops for shortcuts CETking Workshops • CETking Mocks • GDPI Clinic For details log on to www.cetking.com or Call 9820500380
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero D. E.



man has reached the climax of technological development with his exploration into outer space. None of these



16. In a certain code GOAL is written as AGLO and BEAR is written as ABRE. How is SEND written in that code? A. NSDE B. NDES C. DENS D. SNED E. None of these 17. ‘MP’ is related to ‘OR’ and ‘DG’ is related to ‘FI’ in the same way as ‘RU’ is related to ________. A. TX B. TW C. TY D. UW E. None of these 18. In a certain code language ‘Ne Pe Le’ means ‘what is this’. ‘Bo Le Se’ means ‘is that okay’ ‘Se Ni Di’ means ‘that was easy’. What is the code for ‘okay’ in that code language? A. Le B. Se C. Ne D. Ni E. None of these 19. How many such pairs of letters are there in the word CREDITABLE each of which has as many letters between them as they have in English alphabet? A. One B. Two C. Three D. Four E. More than four 20. In a certain code ’PRISM’ is written as ‘OSHTL’ and ‘RUBLE’ is written as ‘OVAMD’. How will ‘WHORL’ be written in that code? A. XIPSM B. VGNQK C. UINSK D. EGPQM E. VINSK 21. If + means –, – means ÷, ÷ means × and × means +, what is the value of 125 – 5 × 10 ÷ 13 + 28 = ? A. 129 B. 127 C. 149.15 D. 150 E. None of these For your mock taking strategies call us and join cetking workshops for shortcuts CETking Workshops • CETking Mocks • GDPI Clinic For details log on to www.cetking.com or Call 9820500380
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero



22. In a row of boys facing North, Amit is 5th to the left of Ashok. Alok is 3rd to the right of Amit. Vilas is 3rd to the left of Ashok. Which of the following describes the position of Vilas? A. To the immediate right to Amit B. To the immediate left to Alok C. To the immediate right to Alok D. 3rd to the right of Amit E. None of these 23. If SCHOOL is coded on TDILOO, how will you write TABLES? A. UBCSEL B. DMBTFT C. SESALC D. ALSCES E. None of these 24. Pointing at Preeti, Vivek said, ‘Her father is the son of my mother’s sister’. How Vivek related to Preeti? A. Nephew B. Brother C. Cousin D. Grand-father E. None of these 25. H is shorter than J. P is taller than H. A is taller than J but shorter than D. J is taller than P. Who among them will be in the middle if they stand in a row according to height? A. H B. P C. J D. D E. A
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero Directions (Qs. 26 to 30): In each of the questions below a group of letters are given followed by four groups of digits/symbol combinations numbered A., B., C. and D.. Letters are to be coded as per the codes and conditions given below. You have to find out which of the combinations A., B., C. and D. is correct and indicate your answer accordingly. It none of the four represents to each correct code, mark E. i.e. ‘None of these’ as your answer. Letters Digit/Code



B 6



H 8



S 1



N #



T 5



O 2



A $



K 3



R 9



I @



E 4



U 7



G %



Conditions: (i) If the first as well as last letter is vowel, both are to be coded as ‘0’. (ii) If the first letter is a vowel and the last letter is a consonant, both are to be coded as ‘Z’. (iii) If the first letter is a consonant and the last letter is vowel, both are to be Coded as ‘*’. 26. ONSIRT A. 2#1@95



B. Z#@195



C. Z#19aZ



D. Z#1@95



E. None of these



27. KIUBSR A. 3@7619



B. O@7610



C. 3@7691



D. 3@6719



E. None of these



28. BKAEUG A. 03$470



B. 63$470



C. 03$47%



D. 63$47%



E. None of these



29. STOKGA A. 1523%$



B. 1523%*



C. *523%*



D. *523%$



E. None of these



30. ORHSNU A. 098#17



B. 0981#0



C. 298#10



D. 2981#7



E. None of these
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero Directions 31-35: The bar graph given below shows the foreign exchange reserves of a country (in million US $) from 1991 - 1992 to 1998 - 1999. Foreign Exchange Reserves Of a Country. (in million US $)



31. The ratio of the number of years, in which the foreign exchange reserves are above the average reserves, to those in which the reserves are below the average reserves is? A. 2:6 B. 3:4 C. 3:5 D. 4:4 E. None of these 32. The foreign exchange reserves in 1997-98 was how many times that in 1994-95? A. 0.7 B. 1.2 C. 1.4 D. 1.5 E. None of these 33. For which year, the percent increase of foreign exchange reserves over the previous year, is the highest? A. 1992-93 B. 1993-94 C. 1994-95 D. 1996-97 E. None of these 34.The foreign exchange reserves in 1996-97 were approximately what percent of the average foreign exchange reserves over the period under review? A. 95% B. 110% C. 115% D. 125% E. None of these 35. What was the percentage increase in the foreign exchange reserves in 1997-98 over 1993-94? A. 100 B. 150 C. 200 D. 620 E. None of these
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero Directions(36-38) Select a figure from amongst the Answer Figures which will continue the same series as established by the five Problem Figures. 36.



37.



38.



40.
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero Directions (41-44) The table below shows the Number of people appeared and qualified in 5 states of a country Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 State



App.



Qual.



App.



Qual.



App.



Qual.



App.



Qual.



App.



Qual.



M



5200



720



8500



980



7400



850



6800



775



9500



1125



N



7500



840



9200



1050



8450



920



9200



980



880



1020



P



6400



780



8800



1020



7800



890



8750



1010



9750



1250



Q



8100



950



9500



1240



8700



980



9700



1200



8950



995



R



7800



870



7600



940



9800



1350



7600



945



7990



885



41. What is the percentage of candidates qualified from State N for all the years together, over the candidates appeared from State N during all the years together? A. 22.36% B. 12.16% C. 31.47% D. 11.15% E. None of these 42. What is the average of candidates who appeared from state Q during the given years? A. 8700 B. 8760 C. 8810 D. 8920 E. 8990 43. In which of the given years the number of candidates appeared state P has maximum percentage of qualified candidates? A. 1997 A. 1998 C. 1999 C. 2000 E. 2001 44. Total number of candidates qualified from all the states together in 1997 is approximately what percentage of the total number of candidates qualified from all states together in 1998? A. 72 B. 77% C. 80% D. 83 E. 86
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CETking MockEngineering Mock Zero 45. If two different amounts in the ratio 8 : 9 are invested in company P @ 6% and Q @ 4% respectively in 2002, then amounts received after one year as interests from companies P and Q respectively in the ratio A. 2 : 3 B. 3 : 4 C. 6 : 7 D. 4 : 3 E. 9 : 8 46. A batsman scored 110 runs which included 3 boundaries and 8 sixes. What percent of his total score did he make by running between the wickets? A. 45% B. 55% C. 12% D. 40 % E. 20% 47. A recipe for pastry has flour, butter and water mixed in the ratio 24 : 8 : 3? If 300 ml of water is used, find the total quantity of the pastry mixture (in ml) A. 19,000 B. 14,250 C. 11,750 D. 3,500 E. 7,500 48. An investor invested a sum of Rs. 2 lakhs in P it 1998. The total amount received after one year of 8% was reinvested in the same company for one more year at the rate of 10%. The total appreciation received by the investor for his investment was: A. 2,96,200 B. 2,42,000 C. 2,25,600 D. 2,16,000 E. 2,03,500 Directions for Questions 49 – 58: In the following passage, there are blanks, each of which has been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage and against each, five words are suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case. Schools in India have (49__________) turned into institutions where the emphasis is more on (50__________) the pockets of guardians than on enlightening the students. Tuition fees have (51__________), but the sky does not seem to be the limit. Apart from the general hikes in fees, (52__________) payments are demanded for development projects which are not (53__________) spent for the avowed purpose. Middle class families, (54__________) to put their wards in good ‘English Medium’ Schools, find themselves in an (55__________) situation after a few years, when the hike in school fees far (56__________) the growth in income. The (57__________) of school – going for the young was, however, killed long ago when our policy – makers decided that the number of educated unemployed could be controlled by loading the syllabi in a way so as to (58__________) the majority from reaching the white –collar job market. 49. A. recently



B. lately



C. definitely



D. surprisingly E. surely



50. A. burdening



B. loading



C. lightening



D. overloading E. reducing
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